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What is Wordpress? 
Let’s get started. 



What is Wordpress? 
 Content Management System (CMS) built 

with PHP and MySQL 
 Free and open-source 
 Mostly customizable 
 Began as a popular blogging tool, 

expanded into a powerful CMS 
 Largest self-hosted blogging tool in the 

world. As of August 2013 it is used by more 
that 18.9% of the top 10 million websites 



Wait, what is a CMS? 
 A program that allows publishing, editing, 

modifying and maintenance of website 
content 

 Users do not need to know HTML to update 
web content. Instead, it’s done using a 
WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) 
interface that writes the code for you. 

 Replaced the need for complicated software 
to update websites 



Why Wordpress over X? 
 Easier to update – focus on content, not 

technical aspects 
 People with a minimal web background 

can update and contribute to a site 
 Content hierarchy built in, both in the site’s 

URLs and the admin menu 





Why Wordpress over X? 
(OPINION!) 

    Joomla 
  Open-source CMS, popular 
  Wordpress uses more sensible 

taxonomy when naming admin 
features  

  Joomla framework is somewhat 
bloated  

  Joomla lacks a well-organized, 
central community for plugins 
and add-ons. 





Why Wordpress over X? 
(OPINION!) 
 Drupal (this one causes fights!) 

  While Wordpress is geared more toward 
content providers, Drupal is more 
developer-focused 

  Drupal website claims it is not a CMS but a 
“box of legos” 

  Wordpress learning curve is considerably 
smaller than Drupal’s 

  Wordpress more limited when compared to 
Drupal 





Why Wordpress over X? 
(OPINION!) 

 Expression Engine 
  Less intuitive than Wordpress 
  Similar to Drupal, in that it is more developer 

focused 
  Licensing Fee ($$$) required to run 





Final Notes 
  There are lots of other content management 

systems out there 
  We tend to prefer Wordpress as our CMS of choice 

because of it’s popularity as a solid open-source 
framework. Wordpress allows us to make great 
looking websites that our clients are easily able to 
understand and update themselves. 



When wouldn’t I use Wordpress? 
 Static Site 

  Content rarely changes 
  No interest/time in adding fresh content 
  Only a simple “business card” or “brochure” site 

is needed 

 You don’t want the “power” of a CMS 
  Afraid of technology / refuse to learn 
  Do not envision maintaining framework 
  Would rather hire someone to deal with content  

 Your website is temporary 



Wordpress.com vs .org? 
  Wordpress.org – The software you can download 

to install on a server to run a site  
  You have complete control of every aspect 
  On this site you can get news, documentation and 

support forums 
  Wordpress.com – Commercial website where you 

can host a free site with limitations or pay for 
upgrades  
  You don’t need to purchase server space 
  Custom domains available for $13/year 
  Limited storage space (for pictures, videos) 
  Advertising on your site unless you pay $30/year/

blog 
  Limited Control. No custom themes, plugins, FTP 

access 
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Themes 
Making your site look nice. 

Kinds / Advantages and Disadvantages 



Custom Themes 
 Custom designed and built specifically for 

one site by a developer 
 Often include custom plugins 
 Allow complete control over code 
 Require a budget and time 



Why use a Custom Theme? 
Advantages 

  Your own unique 
product, look and feel 

  Complete control of 
code 

  No unused features or 
code-bloat – custom to 
fit your needs and more 
efficient 

  All the needs for the site 
are taken into account 
before you build 

Disadvantages 
  Takes more time to 

build upfront 
  Has to be maintained 

when Wordpress 
updates 

  Often will require a 
developer to add 
functionality 

  Lots of pieces and 
parts to keep track of 



Premium/Purchased Themes 

 Premade, often generic themes built to be 
sold in bulk 

 Examples of theme types: “Portfolio”, 
“Agency”, “Business”, “Photography” 

 Sometimes more specific, “Church”, 
“Restaurant”, “Wedding” 

 ThemeForest.net, WooThemes.com, 
ElegantThemes.com 

 Allow varying levels of customization within 
the Wordpress admin 



Why use a Premium Theme? 

Advantages 
  Save time on launch 
  Many offer a bit of 

design flexibility 
  Bigger theme designers 

often keep forums or 
FAQs for help  

  Developers often do 
the “updating” for you, 
so it’s more likely to 
continue working in the 
future 

Disadvantages 
  Have to fit your site into 

someone else’s design 
  Your site will not be 

unique, and discovering 
the theme used is often 
easy 

  Sometimes overloaded 
with “features” you’ll 
never need or want that 
will still load on your site 

  Support and updating is 
not always guaranteed  



Child Themes 
 Typically created when someone wants to 

utilize a pre-built or purchased theme but be 
able to customize it to their needs 
  Modifications can be simple (a few lines of CSS 

revisions) or very complicated  
  Inherits the functionality of another theme 

(the parent theme) 
 Safest and easiest way to modify an existing 

theme. The original files stay pristine and easy 
to update. 



Why use a Child Theme? 

Advantages 
  A middle road between 

custom and premium 
  Avoid breaking the 

parent theme when you 
experiment in the child 
theme 

  The functionality has 
been done for you, you 
can concentrate on 
style and features you 
need 

  Good way of seeing 
how “pros” build and 
structure their work 

Disadvantages 
  Learning curve if it is 

your first time 
  You have to decipher 

someone else’s work, 
so you better hope it is 
well-commented 

  Feature-bloat 
  Sometimes it’s easier to 

create a custom them 



The Dangers of “Free” Themes 

 No warranty or assurance of it working in 
the future when technology changes 

 Often unsupported and/or unmaintained 
 The “look” is often generic and 

unmemorable, not going to be unique 
 A simple Wordpress upgrade in the future  

could break the theme 
 Targets for SPAM and PHISHING using 

hidden code 



Parts of Wordpress 
What’s under the hood 



Pages 
 Your “top-level” type of content such as 

“About Us,” “Contact,” etc. 
 Used to present “timeless” information 
 You can assign specific templates to 

different pages 
 Example: A contact page may have a 

slightly different layout than your other 
pages 



Posts 
 Your “blog” style entries 
 Display in reverse chronological order 
 Many posts can be displayed on a single  

page 
 Included in your RSS feed 
 Ability to be scheduled or saved as a 

draft 
 Can be grouped by “Category” and 

“Tags” 
 By default, comments are enabled, but 

can be disabled 



Widgets 
 Originally created to provide a simple, easy-

to-use way to give design and structure 
control of the Theme 

 Used to add additional features to 
designated “widget areas” 
 Widget Areas: Sidebars, Footers, sometimes 

specific areas of your homepage or header (ad 
space) 

 Usually require no code or expertise to add 
and adjust  

 Controlled in their own panel:  
Appearance > Widgets 

 New types of widgets can be added using 
Plugins 



Media Library 

 A collection of all 
media available for use 
on pages/posts 
  Photos, documents, 

videos 
  You control what’s in 

the library 
 Media can be further 

manipulated here 
  Crop images, etc. 

 New media can also be 
added 



Plugins 
 Used to extend functionality to your site 

without having to write code 
  Examples: Social sharing, calendar, gallery, 

spam comment check 

 Thousands of plugins available for download  
on the Wordpress plugin market 
  http://wordpress.org/plugins/ 

 Proceed with caution 
  Adding 3rd party code to your site = increased 

security risk. Do your research when choosing a 
plugin. 



Plugins 



… and the rest 
Some other important things to know! 



Roles – Working 
as a Team 

  Super Admin 
 “God” account, access to site network 

administration features 
  Administrator 

 “God” account on a single site 

 Editor 
 Can publish and manage posts, including other users posts (NOT pages) 

 Author 
 Can publish and manage only their own posts 

 Contributor 
 Can write and manage posts, but not publish 

 Subscriber 
 Can only manage their profile (usually a commenter) 

NOTE: Built-in Role functionality can be enhanced with Plugins 



Wordpress Quirks  
(most common) 
 Posts showing 404 Errors 

 Reset! 
 Ugly Links on Default  

 Ugly: sitename.com/?p=N 
 Pretty: sitename.com/page-name 

 Due to it’s popularity, there are security 
risks when the default setup options are 
kept 
 “admin” as the username 
 database table name “wp_” 



The Config File 
  An important file that only needs 

modifying: 
  when setting up Wordpress for the 

first time 
  If website gets moved to a new host, 

or the database connection is 
modified 

  Stores important database 
connection information (database 
names, host, passwords). Website 
will not load if the information in this 
file is incorrect. 

  File may get created 
automatically, depending on how 
Wordpress is installed 



Hosting – Where to house your 
website 
 Many of the bigger website hosting 

companies offer “One-Click” Wordpress 
installs 
 Host Gator, Bluehost, Dreamhost 

 Smaller hosts sometimes require you to 
install yourself 
 VERY good resources on how to do this 

online: codex.wordpress.org 



Questions? 



THANK YOU! 
Christy: christycostello1@gmail.com 

Becca: becca.sayre@gmail.com 


